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Joel N. Sabin, '39; Nestor M. and the Suffolk Decathlon.-Somewhat more fortunate than the

Columbia, St. Johns

Hand Swordsmen First Season's Losses

Tech Everlast Matched Against St. Johns; Outclassed By Columbia

The varsity swordsmen dropped from the high marks of the indefatigable last weekend when they lost to both

Johns and Columbia in New York. The score of the former was 19-14 that of the letter was 8-1.8.

The St. John's encounter was both a thriller and a heartbreaker. Both teams were evenly matched; the de-

fending saber was the fact that the Tech fencers were extremely tired after traveling for six hours. Tech

took the saber 4-0, lost the epee 6-2 and the foil 5-4. Thus the slim mar-

gin of defeat was one full point.

As for the Columbia meet, the Swordsmen were completely out-

casted and did remarkably well considering the strength of Columbia's team. Columbia took the full six

courses fairly easily by the score of 22-6 and 8-0 respectively but had a
difficult time in edging out Tech in the

Technology Hoopers Play Against Williams

The Institute basketball team goes into the home stretch of its season on the

Strength of the defense and offense the team is expected to

inexperienced guard and center. A. W. Roupard, '40, a third year student, and harry the Tech team will

100 Yard Run Record Is Smashed By Sabi

In Interclass Meet

Record Of 2:06.8 Set Saturday by Joaquin-Freshman

Union Wins

For the second time in three weeks the Institute received in the 100 yard run was beaten when Nestor Stad

brought home the baton at the finish. The record was set last Saturday in the time of 2:06.8. Sabi's time is official and

set up a new record for the distance. When Henry Guerke also went under the mark

and Wirth '40. Time-7s.

the record line will be in the hands of the team for the season.

The union of the freshmen and the

unofficial.
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